University of Wisconsin-Madison

Global Health Institute
Visiting Scholar Awards

The Global Health Institute Visiting Scholar Award program supports visits to the UW-Madison campus by individuals
who substantially enhance global health activities on the UW campus in collaboration with a sponsoring UW-Madison
faculty member or faculty team. GHI will award grants in amounts of up to $8,000, for the duration of one year.

Criteria
zz Preference will be given to foreign scholars who are engaged in research topics that address critical issues in global
population health and disease prevention.
zz The application deadline for all proposals is 11:59 p.m. Monday, January 29. 2018.

To Apply

Individuals who plan to apply for a Visiting Scholar Award must:
zz Email the complete application by 11:59 p.m. on January 29, 2018
zz Email to: Visitin.3e1969mtgo6yuozk@u.box.com
zz Email subject line: PI’s first and last name, e.g. Jane Smith

Application
The following application components must be on single-spaced, numbered pages (11-point font or larger, 1-inch
margins) assembled into a single PDF file:
❏❏ GHI Title Page, including abstract (Use GHI template found online at http://ghi.wisc.edu/wp-content/
uploads/2014/07/GHI-Application-Title-Page-2018.pdf)
❏❏ Project description (up to 2 pages), including the following sections:
1. The research on which the scholar will collaborate
2. The product that will be produced as a result of the visit
3. A detailed plan for how the scholar will specifically engage with the UW-Madison
global health community
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4. Budget for amount requested. In order to be eligible to receive GHI funds for a visiting scholar, the hosting unit
must provide matching funding in the form of travel expenses, lodging expenses (e.g. free “home-stay”) or other
financial or in-kind support directly related to the scholars’s visit. Please indicate which expenses will be covered
by the GHI award and the hosting unit in the budget. Salaries, stipends and honoraria cannot be supported
with GHI award funds. GHI award is in the form of 101 funds. Budget must be reviewed for compliance with
UW System and divisional travel and financial policies by the appropriate grants administrator and/or financial
supervisor in the applicant host’s department or division prior to submitting the final application. The name of the
person reviewing the budget must be listed on the GHI Application Title Page in Box 10.
❏❏ References. Applications must include a letter of support from the applicant’s home institution, a letter of support
from the UW-Madison sponsoring unit (which must include a statement of the intended length of the visit and a
statement verifying that the sponsoring unit will coordinate all visa requirements).
❏❏ The CV of the visiting scholar.

The following considerations apply to GHI Awards:
Awards will be announced during the first week of March 2018 and funds will be transferred to the recipients
department/unit soon after awardees are notified. The award is in the form of 101 funds and all restrictions on use of
101 funds will apply. Note that if the award funds are not completely spent by the close of fiscal year 2018 (ending June
30, 2018), it is the responsibility of the award recipient to work with his or her department and divisional staff to arrange
carryover of funds into the next fiscal year. Please consult with your unit’s budget personnel prior to application if this is
critical to your planning.
As a condition of receiving GHI funding, you must agree to:
zz Follow all UW travel and financial policies, as well as the applicant’s divisional policies, which are sometimes more
restrictive
zz Participate in the Community of Global Health Scholars on campus by presenting research results at appropriate
GHI-sponsored events
zz Acknowledge GHI funding in all resulting publications and presentations. (Sample text: “This project was funded/
partially funded through a Visiting Scholar Award from the University of Wisconsin-Madison Global Health
Institute.”)
zz Provide annual and final accountability reports to GHI regarding the use of funds

Contact information for the Global Health Institute:
1050 Medical Sciences Center
1300 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53706
Email: globalhealth@ghi.wisc.edu
Phone: 608-265-9299
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